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Abstract1

In this paper, we shall attempt to justify the need for
an evolving conception of hypermedia systems and its
formalisation. We propose graph theory, predicate
logic, temporal logic and Petri nets to support evolu-
tion in hypermedia systems. A semantic-dynamic model
based on these formalisms is presented. It provides a
complete, adaptive and evolving control of development
and maintenance of hyperdocuments and an under-
standable navigation.

1. Introduction

Hypermedia systems are an special kind of Informa-
tion Systems constructed over a conceptual domain.
Because they include the knowledge captured by their
authors, they are continuously changing. Changes can
be carried out in the concepts offered by them, in the
relationships between concepts, in the way of present-
ing the information and in the documents (information
items) which explain the concepts.

Bieber [1] says, “Currently, developers and authors
must build all hypermedia representations and naviga-
tion using single-step links without semantic or behav-
iour typing.” and “Fourth-generation hypermedia fea-
tures would provide sophisticated relationship man-
agement and navigation support.” In our opinion, we
must face two challenges. Firstly, we must assume the
dynamic and evolving nature of hypermedia systems. A
hypermedia system represents some aspects and rela-
tionships of a conceptual domain explained by a set of
authors. But there are very different ways of represent-
ing, structuring and browsing it. Secondly, the bulk of
the hypermedia systems, and web in particular, only
considers the final hypermedia documents and, some-
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times, the navigation performed by the reader. Never-
theless, the design, construction and evolution proc-
esses –the whole life-cycle- of  hypermedia is not suffi-
ciently considered [10]. However, this development
process is very important because it implies a structur-
ing process that is implicit, diluted and unaffordable in-
side the documents [5].

1.1. Our Approach

In order to provide dynamic, flexible, robust and un-
derstandable hypermedia systems we propose an ap-
proach based on four main assumptions:
§ Following the Theory of the General System [7], a

hypermedia system can be conceived as a set of
interacting systems in continuous evolution.

§ The following elements should be provided: mecha-
nisms for representing the information system; a
representation of the conceptual domain or ontol-
ogy [12] that information belongs to; useful ways
of browsing and remembering the memorised
knowledge.

§ The process of construction of information systems,
conceptual domains and routes –ways of naviga-
tion- should be flexible.

§ Information systems, conceptual domains and naviga-
tion routes are exposed to continuous changes and
updates which should be integrated in the devel-
opment process.

In order to provide an operational view of these as-
sumptions, our approach distinguish two abstraction
levels in the design of a hypermedia system. The first
level, called memorisation system, includes the repre-
sentation and management of information semantics
[4], i.e. the conceptual domain. The second level, called
navigation system, extends this semantics adding de-
pendence and order relationships which allows naviga-
tion over the conceptual domain. This distinction is use-
ful because allows a separation of concerns both in the
development and the evolution processes. In addition



different navigation 'styles' can be performed using the
same semantic structure.

Different formalisms will be used in representing
these systems which will allow to manage the devel-
opment and  evolution in both of them. They will be
presented in the next sections.

2. An Evolutionary Model Based on Sys-
tems

A Hypermedia System can be conceived as being
made up by two interrelated and interacting systems
(for a complete description of the model, see [2]):
1. Memorisation System (MS) is in charge of the stor-

age, structuring and maintenance of the different
pieces of information –pages or documents-. It
memorises the knowledge acquired about the in-
formation system that is represented. This knowl-
edge will guide the design and structuring proc-
esses of the information system. It will determine
the possibilities of change in this structure
throughout its evolution.

2. Navigation System (NS) helps the reader in his in-
teraction with the information system. Using the
memorised knowledge and the reader activity over
time in a dynamic way, this system determines –
firstly- the accessible information and –secondly-
the interaction possibilities.

 A concrete and complete example of the use of the
formalism to specify the structure and evolution of an
hypermedia System can be seen in appendix..

2.1. Formalisation of the Hypermedia Systems

As stated above, two systems are distinguished in
the model. The formalisms associated and the modelled
aspects of each system are summarised in table 1.

In the MS, which mainly includes the semantic
structure of an information system, graph theory [13]
and temporal logic are used. The second system, NS,
specifies the order relationships between concepts when
navigation will be performed. Petri nets and temporal
logic are used in this case [8][11].

The MS provides the necessary instruments which
allows a representation of the information system by
means of a directed graph [4], in which, nodes and links
are labelled with semantic meanings –a semantic net-.
The graph represents the conceptual domain –concepts
and relationships between concepts- of the information
system, named Conceptual Structure (CS). The differ-
ent information items –documents- can be associated –
labelled- with one or more concepts of the CS. These
items are also nodes of the CS. In order to allow provi-
sional and incomplete development, items which are no
related to any concept can also be included. Figure 1
shows an abstract example where MS is an artificial
node which is the root of  the represented information
systems. Two conceptual structures are included (CA
and CK). A conceptual structure for the Solar System is
explained in the appendix example.

Therefore CS is defined as: CS = (C, II, Ac, Ai),
where C is the set of concepts, II is the set of informa-
tion items, Ac is the set of labelled conceptual associa-
tions, Ai is the set of labelled associations between con-
cepts and information items.

Because CS is constructed by the authors in a dy-
namic way, some evolution operations as add-concept,
delete-association, modify-association, add-item, etc.
have to be included. The operations must verify a set of
restrictions in order to maintain the consistency of the
CS. These restrictions can be basic ones, defined as a
functional part of the MS, or can also be defined by the
author. Some examples of basic restrictions are:

Figure 1. Examples of CSs of the Memorisation System.



§   Each association of the CS must connect two concepts
or a concept and an item.

§ Each arc and node of the CS must be labelled.
§ Two nodes in a CS cannot have the same label.

The author can also include additional restrictions
which determine what associations between concepts are
possible. In order to represent these restrictions, formulas
in temporal logic are used. This formalism also allows to
check if the CS is valid at any moment. Some examples
are:
§ Concept-A can be connected with concept-B by

means of the relationship-A.
§ The relationship-B must be acyclic.
§ Concept-C can be connected with concept-G if con-

cept-C is reached from concept-B.

Therefore, the Memorisation System is defined as MS =
(CS, RT, ACe), where CS is the previously defined di-
rected and labelled graph weakly connected that represents
the conceptual domain of a hypermedia system, RT is the
set of restrictions that must verify the CS –defined by the
system RTs and by the author RTa- and ACe is a set of
evolutionary actions (see next section).

Memorisation System Graphs Temporal Logic
Concept (C ) Labelled node Proposition

Item (II) Labelled leaf
node

Proposition

Relationship between
concepts (Ac) or con-
cepts and items (Ai)

Labelled arc Formula with
temporal and logic

operators

Navigation System Petri Nets Temporal Logic
Concept or item Place Proposition

Order relationship be-
tween concepts or items

Transition and
arcs

Formula with tem-
poral operator

Dependence relation-
ship between concepts or

concepts and items

Transition and
arcs

Formula with logic
operator

Navigation Firing transi-
tions

Instantiation of for-
mulas

Table 1. Formalisms used in specifying the
structure of a hypermedia system

The Navigation System, using as basis the CS of the
Memorisation System, allows a selection of a subset of the
concepts and associations included in CS. This graph, CSn,
being a subgraph of CS, CSn = (Cn, IIn, Acn, Ain), will be
presented to the reader. In addition, some navigation re-
striction can be added in order to follow more restricted
paths in the subgraph. These restrictions or navigation
rules are expressed using temporal logic. Considering the
CSn and temporal restrictions, a Petri net is automatically
constructed. As demonstrated in [3] and in [8], Petri nets
give an operational semantics to temporal logic formulas
allowing an operational navigation. The algorithm which
transforms temporal logic formulas in Petri net is ex-
plained in [3].

Therefore, the Navigation System is defined as NS =
(CSn , RTn, PN, ACe), where RTn is the set of restrictions
specified by the author by means of temporal logic, PN is
the Petri Net and ACe is the set of evolving actions to
adding, deleting or modifying navigation restrictions (see
next section).

Figure 2. Construction of the Navigation Paths

An example of the specification of the navigation pos-
sibilities is shown in figure 2. It gets a subgraph based on
the left CS of the example of figure 1. The appendix pres-
ents the navigation system of part of the CS of the Solar
System, having only into account the Earth relationships

2.2. Formalisation of the Hypermedia Evolution

Both systems, MS and NS, include a set of evolving ac-
tions, ACe, that allow to make and propagate changes in
the hypermedia system. An evolving action can belong to
three different types:

1. Actions that redefine some aspects the system. Ob-
viously the basic restrictions discussed below, RTs,
cannot be changed.

2. Actions that control the propagation of these
changes inside of the system itself.

3. Actions that control the propagation of these
changes outside the system, i.e. in the other system

 When these actions are carried out they change the corre-
sponding elements of the hypermedia system. Because
integrity should be guaranteed in any case, these opera-
tions should be carried out following a set of meta-
restrictions. The specification of these meta-restrictions
implies a meta-level in the definition of the MS and NS.

 CB  CC

 CF

  RF
 RF

 RD

 CSn

From this CSn two navigation systems examples are
constructed:

 1) CC ß  ◊ CB 2) CF ß  ◊ CB and ◊ CC
     CF ß  ◊ CC

 CB
  CB  CC

 CF
 CC

 CF

 RF
 RD

 RF

PN are constructed taken into account
the logic navigation restrictions.



Formalisms of a higher abstraction level should be
used. See figure 3.

Table 2 summarise the formalisms used in specifying
meta-restrictions in both systems. Lets describe how they
are specified for each systemm MS and NS.

The Memorisation System always must guarantee its
consistency. Two aspects of this system can change, the
CS –the graph- and the restrictions defined by the author.
Graph Theory is used to represent the evolution operations
of the graph and their associated meta-restrictions.
Changes in restrictions defined by the author, RTa,  must be
defined by means of meta-restrictions.

When the author changes the CS –add, delete or modify
a concept, item or association- the system must check:
1. CS verifies the restrictions defined by the system and

associations satisfy the set of restrictions defined by
the author. RT acts as a set of restrictions for the op-
erations, only if the operation match restrictions, it
will be carried out (internal propagation of changes ).

2. The subgraph used by the NS, CSn, is consistent with
changes in CS. If a concept or relationship have been
deleted in CS, the NS must also delete this concept or
relationship in CSn (external propagation of changes).

When the author redefines –add, delete or modify- one
associative restriction RTa, the system must check:
1. The set of axioms about associations is valid, by

means of predicate temporal logic.
2. CS verifies the new set of restrictions, using the graph

theory. The system must detect the associations that
not satisfy one or more restrictions and delete them
(internal propagation of changes).

3. The CSn verifies the new set of restrictions by means
of graph theory. The system must detect the associa-
tions that not satisfy these restrictions and delete them
(external propagation of changes).

Memorisation
System

Graph Theory Predicate Tem-
poral Logic

Operation Set operation Predicate
Meta-restriction Reachability function Temporal formula
Modified aspect Set Variable

Navigation
System

Predicate Temporal
Logic

Operation Predicate
Meta-restriction Formula
Modified aspect Instantiation in the

variable of a predicate
Table 2. Formalisms used in specifying the
evolution meta-restrictions of a hypermedia

system

Navigation System models evolution using predicate
temporal logic. It provides a meta-level with evolution
operations which manage and change the navigation re-
strictions. Navigation rules can be added, deleted or modi-
fied, and the meta-restrictions of these operations can be
established.

In a similar way that the Memorisation System does,
the consistency must be guaranteed during the evolution of
the Navigation System. In this system, changes can be
produced in the subgraph selected CSn and in the naviga-
tion restrictions, RTn, defined by the author, and therefore,
in the PN obtained from them.

When CSn is changed –the author select another set of
concepts and relationships- new navigation possibilities
are defined. In this case, the author must define again the
navigation restrictions. This change is not a real evolution,
the author is designing new navigation possibilities, but if
these possibilities are defined in an incremental way, the
system can aid the author in the design process.

When the author redefines –add, delete or modify- a
navigation restriction, RTn, the system must check:

1. The set of restrictions that establish the order of
navigation is consistent. Predicate temporal logic is
used to specify the evolution operations over the
restrictions, and their associated meta-restrictions.

2. The navigation restrictions have changed. Changes
in a restriction can imply the modification of other
restrictions. The PN based in the navigation re-
strictions must evolve, generating it again (internal
propagation of changes).

Figure 4 sums up the evolving changes described above
and the interactions between the systems Restrictions de-
fined by the system, RTs, or by the author, RTa, are associ-
ated to the conceptual structure CS (1). Author selects only
a subset of concepts and relationships from the CS in order
to establish the navigation routes, creating the CSn (2).
Navigation restrictions, RTn , are added (3) and a Petri net,
PN, is created from them (4).

Evolution can be carried out in the conceptual structure,
CS (5), in RTa by means of predicate logic (6) and in RTn
using predicate temporal logic (8). When RTa is modified
CS could also change (7). PN evolves being reconstructed

Meta-level

Evolution operations
(meta-operations with

preconditions or meta-restrictions)

MS
concepts
items       restrictions
associations

NS

navigation rules

changes changes

Figure 3. The Meta-level in evolving the
Memorisation and Navigation Systems



from RTn (4). The evolution in the Memorisation system is
also propagated to the Navigation system (2).

Figure 4. Definition and evolution of a
hypermedia system

3. Contributions of the Formalisms

The different formalisms –graphs, Petri nets and propo-
sitional and predicate temporal logic- allow to model and
distinguish between the information system, the concep-
tual structure and navigation. The author organises the
information of the Memorisation System according to his
particular interpretation of the conceptual domain. There-
fore, to offer more than one structure –perspective- of the
same information is possible. In addition, the model can
provide more than one view (CSn s) of the source CS by
means of the Navigation System and different routes of
navigation over the same subset of information

In particular, the Memorisation System contains the
semantic structure–how knowledge is organised-, there-
fore, labelled graphs are the more suitable mechanism for
representing it. Because restrictions should be also repre-
sented, indicating what associations are valid in the CS,
temporal logic is a natural way to formulate them.

In the Navigation System, the main objective is to  re-
strict the possible paths that can be followed when infor-
mation is navigated and the order in which navigation is
carried out. Temporal logic allows the specification of
order relationships and Petri nets offer an operational for-
malism which can be executed in order to show these
paths and analyse their properties [8][10].

The formalisms used in evolving the systems –graph
theory and predicate temporal logic- easily support the
changes and its propagation. Changes in the items, the CS,
and in the Petri net are possible in an independent way.
But, at the same time, the system can propagate these
changes in order to maintain the global consistency.

In particular, graph theory is based on set theory, so the
evolution operations can be expressed by simple set op-
erations. Predicate temporal logic allows us to modify
consistently the restrictions expressed in propositional
temporal logic. Predicate temporal logic manage the meta-
restrictions treating the propositions of the restrictions as
variables, modifying them, and therefore, changing the
restrictions.

Predicate temporal logic is used in the Navigation Sys-
tem with the same proposal, but respect to navigation re-
strictions. Predicate temporal logic is used, as demon-
strated in previous papers [8][9], to verify these restric-
tions and to observe how the evolution is carried out.

The proposal of one such amount of formalisms has a
main objective: to represent each evolution problem using
the formalism which better fits the evolution possibilities.
Obviously these formalism are hidden and the author have
not to know them. These formalisms can be hidden inside
the tools which implements the MS and the NS and the
author could define its CS and restrictions using a visual -
graph- representation of them.

4. The Evolution Formalisms in Other Sys-
tems

Although we use the previous formalisms in specifying
and evolving hypermedia systems, we consider that they
are useful in modelling the functioning and evolution of
other types of systems, as reactive systems or temporal
databases [8][9].

Graph theory can represent the relationships between
agents and their environment in  reactive systems. The
associations established in the schema of temporal data-
bases can also be defined by means of graph theory.

Due to the nature of both kinds of systems, meta-
restrictions about relationships can be expressed using
Temporal Logic. The evolution of these relationships and
restrictions can be expressed by predicate temporal logic
as a meta-level which defines the evolution operations and
their meta-restrictions.

5. Conclusions

The separation of hypermedia systems in two abstrac-
tion levels allows a specification and management of the
semantics of  information and its navigation in a separated
way, using different formalisms. Evolution operations can
be defined independently in each level, but it is possible to
determine what changes must be propagated to other com-
ponents or to the other level.

The most important consideration during evolution is
the conservation of the integrity of the system. Each evo-
lution operation must verify a meta-restriction, checking
the integrity restrictions associated to it. The meta-
restrictions depend on the system (MS or NS) in which the
change will be carried out.

The novelty of our approach about evolution is the in-
corporation of a meta-level, by means of reflectivity and
second order, which allows us to reason about the func-
tioning and structure of an hypermedia system which
evolves.

The selected formalisms allow an easy specification
and change of the structure of each system. It is very easy
to modify a graph, a Petri net or a logic program in order

Memorisation System

CS

    RTa

RTs

        CSn

      RTn

       PN

Navigation System

8

2

1
1

6
4

3

5

7



to change the structure of the system that they represent.
Set Theory allows the verification of properties and integ-
rity rules over the graph. Predicate temporal logic repre-
sents the evolution meta-restrictions over the memorisa-
tion and navigation in a hypermedia system.
These evolution formalisms can also be applied to other
kinds of systems with an evolving nature, such as reactive
or temporal ones.

6. Appendix

The following example of a hypermedia system shows
different concepts related to the Solar System.

First of all the specification and evolution of the Memo-
risation System will be presented. After that, the Naviga-
tion system will be specified and evolved.

6.1. Specification of the Memorisation System.

a) Graph  CS=(C, II, Ac, Ai)   (See figure 5)

C= {Solar System, Planets, Stars, Earth, Venus, Sun,
Moon, Countries, Oceans, Portugal}

II={P1, M1, C1, C2, Po1, Po2, O1, Su1, Su2, S1, S2, S3}
Ac= {<Earth, rotate, Moon>, <Earth, part_of, Coun-
tries>, <Earth, part_of, Oceans>, <Sun, rotate, Earth>,
<Sun, rotate, Venus>, <Countries, is_a, Portugal>, <So-
lar_System, part_of, Planets>, <Solar_System, part_of,
Sun>, <Stars, is_a, Sun>,<Stars, part_of, Solar_System>,
<Planets, is_a, Earth>, <Planets, is_a, Venus>}

Ai= {<Moon, photos, M1>, <Countries, list, C1>,
<Countries, cities, C2>, <Portugal, map, Po2>,
<Portugal, history, Po1>, Oceans, list, O1>, <Sun,
photos, Su1>, <Sun, quimical composition, Su2>,
<Planets, def, P1>, <Stars, def, S1>, <Stars, nova,
S2>, <Stars, supernova, S3>

b) Temporal logic

Examples of restrictions RT over the associations:
- RTs :  is_a association is not recursive.

<c, is_a, c1> ß  not ◊ <c1, is_a, c> ∀  c, c1 ∈  C
- RTa: If an is_a association exist previously between any
concept and the Planets concept, an association rotate
must be added relating that concept with the Sun concept
(every planet must rotate around the sun).

<c, rotate, Sun> ß  ◊ <c, is_a, Planets>     ∀  c∈  C

6.2. Evolution of the Memorisation System.

a) Graph Theory

Example of operation: add_concept:  Saturn.
The meta-restriction of this evolution operation must hold.
- Meta-restriction: Saturn ∉  C

Meta-restriction holds, so Saturn can be a new concept.
- Internal propagation of the change: if a concept is

added, it must be associated to other concepts. The evo-
lution operation add_concep_assoc must be carried out
as consequence of the previous.

 Solar System

  Stars
 Planets

 Venus Earth  Sun

 Countries Moon

 Portugal

 Oceans

P1

 part_of

 is_a

part_of
part_of

 part_of

 is_a is_a
 is_a

  rotate
  rotate

  rotate

  def

  def

  list

  list  photos

  photos

  nova

  supernova

 map

  history

  chemical
 composition

 S2

 Su2

 Su1

 S1

 S3

 M1

 O1

 C1

Po2

Po1

 C2

  cities

 E1

  map

 part_of

Figure 5.  CS from a Solar System hypermedia



In this case the operation: add_concep_assoc: <Planets,
is_a, Saturn> will be carried out. Its meta-restriction must
also be verified:
- Meta-restriction: <Saturn, is_a, Planets> ∉  Ac

This meta-restriction holds. It can be also verified prov-
ing the logic restriction:

<c, is_a, c1> ß  not ◊ <c1, is_a, c>  with c = Planets
and  c1= Saturn.

After these changes, the graph which represents the
Memorisation System has evolved:   CS à  CS'
CS' = (C', II', Ac', Ai') ; C'= C ∪  {Saturn}; II' = II ;

 Ac'= Ac ∪  {<Planets, is_a, Saturn}; Ai' = Ai

b) Predicate Temporal Logic

Restrictions RT over the associations can be also
changed. Predicate Temporal Logic is used as a meta-level
to manage and evolve these restrictions.
Example:

As previously stated, cycles in concept associations are
not allowed. An association ac2 can be included in the
restriction to establish an association ac1 if previously ac1
is not included in the restriction to establish the association
ac2.
The meta-restriction which describes this restriction is:

addRest(ac2, ac1)ß  not ◊ isRest(ac1,ac2)
ac1,ac2∈  Ac

This clause can be instantiated:
addRest (<c, rotate, Sun>, <c, is_a, Planets>) ß

 not ◊ isRest(<c, is_a, Planets>, <c,rotate, Sun>)
If c is Earth, the restriction can not be added because the

meta-restriction does not hold (see 6.1.b)). Earth is a
planet, and this is the restriction to rotate around sun. If we
stated that the restriction of being a planet is that previ-
ously it rotate around sun (inverse relationship), a not de-
sired cycle situation is being produced.

6.3. Specification of the Navigation System

A part of the Memorisation System, CSn , is chosen to
navigate (See figure 6). In that case the navigation restric-
tions are expressed in Temporal Logic.

a) Temporal Logic

Example of definition of navigation restriction:
c.Portugal.map ß  ◊  c.Countries.list  and   a.is_a

It expresses that the map of Portugal can be shown if
previously the list of Countries has been presented and
there is an association is_a between both concepts. Letters
c and a in the propositions represent the concepts and as-
sociations respectively.

Using the previous CS, the rest of the navigation restric-
tions can be constructed automatically. For example:

c.Portugal.map ß  ◊ c.Countries.cities and a.is_a
c.Portugal.history ß  ◊ c.Countries.cities and a.is_a

b) Petri nets

A Petri net can be constructed from the navigation re-
strictions, as the figure 7 shows.

6.4. Evolution of the Navigation System

Predicate Temporal Logic is used to define the meta-
restrictions associated to the evolution operations of this
System.

a) Predicate Temporal Logic

Adding, modifying or deleting navigation restrictions is
possible if each concept and item selected from the CS can
be reached. A navigation restriction can be modified or
deleted if the concepts and items that they reference are
referenced in other restrictions because, in other case,
these concepts and items will be unreachable.

 Earth  Sun

 Countries

 Portugal

 Oceans

 is_a

part_of
part_of   rotate

  list

  list

  photos

 map

  history

  chemical
 composition

 Su2

 Su1

 O1

 C1

Po2

Po1

 C2

  cities

 E1

  map

Figure 6. CSn:  selection of CS



Example:
The meta-restriction of the evolution operation delRest

(deleting a restriction) is: to get the concept and the item
of the head of the restriction rule by means of another
navigation restriction is possible, or another navigation
restriction which includes a reference to that concept and
item in its body exists.

delRest(c.i, nav_rest) ß  ◊ existRest(c.i, nav_rest1) or  ◊
(existRest(c1.i1, nav_rest2) and ref(nav_rest2, c.i)
∀  c ∈  C , ∀  i ∈  II,
 nav_rest is the restriction for navigating  to the item i of

the concept c:  c.i ß  nav_prec
If c.i is instantiated with Portugal.map, the meta-

restriction holds, then the navigation restriction can be
deleted. Navigation restriction:
c.Portugal.map ß  ◊ c.Countries.list and a.part_of

can be deleted because there are another restriction which
allows to reach that item:
c.Portugal.map ß  ◊ c.Countries.cities and  a.is_a
As navigation restrictions have changed, Petri net must

be modified to deleting the transition is_a,, and their arcs,
which link the places Countries.list and Portugal.map.
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Figure 7. Petri Net of the Navigation System


